~liders
"Home afthe Brave... "
By 1cof Villi &. 1& Somers

Our Sliders find themselves in a world where Cortez never conquered the Aztec empire. The Aztecs,
expanding arrd developing unchecked, invaded the fledgling United States ofAmerica and its surrounding tenitories in
the mid-1800s, decimating the white population and forcing all whites onto small plots of land ("reservations") called
plantations. Whites are regarded as inferior and are hated due to their history with the North American Indian Tribes,
and are used in the brutal Ritual Sacrifice still practiced by the warlike Aztecs, Blacks., freed by the Aztec invasion and
given. status within the Aztec culture, have turned the tables on their fonner oppressors by becoming slave traders and
bounty hunters, supplying the Aztec emperor Montezuma rv with fresh sacrifice victims.
Our plot so far:
We open with scene ofMontezuma IV meditating in a drug-induced trance, imploring his god H****"'* to
send him a sign. In his trance, Montezuma imagines that the god appears to him and promises that he will be
his "right hand" and will be the greatest Emperor in all histories. As the vision fades, the god promises to sen.d
Montezuma what he will need to accomplish this.
Immediately our Sliders fall literally from the sky, Rembrandt falling behind some scrub, hidden from the
others. Montezuma of course is amazed and believes this to be his god's sign. The palace guards rush fOf'\vard
and take charge of our confused sliders, but not before Quinn notes that they have until sunrise to slide out of
there. The emperor, familiar with technology, can tell that the sliding device is a very unique piece of
equipment, and demands that it be explained to him. Quinn, possibly disoriented and seeing no real harm., does
so in general terms. Montezuma IV sees this as an opportunity to not ouly conquer his world, but many, and he
informs the Sliders that they have been sent to help him in this. The Sliders of course refuse. Montezuma has
Wade taken away and informs them that obviously H***"'*",* demands greater zeal, and she will be sacrificed
at sunrise if they do not help him by explaining the technology and helping to replicate it
Rembrandt sees them being bound and led away by armed guards. In the distance is Aztec San Francisco, the
city the Aztecs conquered a centwy ago and have completed in their own style. Seeing his friends heading that
way, he decides to follow and see what he can do. He becomes separated from them and thus misses them
being freed by a group of arrti-sacrifice Native Americans, who smuggle Quinn and Arturo to a "Plantation"
where they will blend in with other whites, who live in extreme poverty and amidst extreme prejudice, even.
from this "Fifth Column" of Indians who abhor sacrifice as a crime against nature but still hate the whites who
destroyed. their tribes. As the leader of the anti-sacrificial Indians tells a blustering Arturo: "I have to save you,
but I do not have to like you, or your people."
The city is a mix of modem technology (perhaps a variation on the famous SF trolley cars), old west buildings
from the early SF and Aztec style/tradition. In place of the usual hotel is a marketplace where Rembrandt
discovers why he is allowed to walk this completely Indian-populated city \vithout making a scene or being
attacked: everyone assumes that he is a white siaver come to market. A friendly slaver buys Rembrandt a drink
and explains that after hundreds of years of oppression, the blacks in North America rejoiced when the Aztecs
conquered the whites and freed them, and seized the opportunity to turn the tables on their former masters, nOW
without status in an Aztec society that hates them for their slaughter of the North American Indians. lbis
friendly slaver goes on to tell Rembrandt of a great bOlUlty out on two escaped. sacrifices, and Rembrandt

recognizes Quinn and Arturo. Drunk, the slaver lets Rembrandt have the tip that they are being hidden at a
local Plantation, amongst other whites. Rembrandt sets off to find his friends.
At the plantation, Rembrandt is at first met with fear and hatred. by the whites and quiet disdain from the
Indians (secretly fifth-colurnnists) until Quinn spies him and the three sliders are reunited. They meet with the
leader of the multi-tribal anti-sacrifice Indians and make a plan: the leader finnly states that saving Wade from
sacrifice is to be his only priority, but Quinn convinces him that retrieving the Sliding device will not only save
countless other Americas from Montezuma's brutal regime but will aid them in. rescuing Wade.
•

Rembrandt, tmder his guise of SlaverlBounty Hunter, brings Quinn and Arturo 10 the palace to claim his
bounty, along with several "fifth column" Indians posing as his servants. Montezuma, delighted at having
recaptured Quinn., tells Rembrandt he will be a guest for the night and will receive his reward in the morning.
That night, Rembrandt and the Indians break Quinn and Arturo free. A quick search finds the lab where the
slider device is found to have been taken apart! They gather up the pieces and are about to flee when Arturo
stops them. They must destroy the lab and any Dotes concerning the sliding device or Montezuma may yet
succeed in building one and sliding off to conquer new worlds, he says, so they set the lab afire and flee into the
night. "Only three hours until we slide!" Quinn yells. "Well fix it, my dear Mallory, Fix it!" Arturo snaps.

•

Back at the Plantation, Quinn works feverishly to repair the device while the "'Fifth Column" organizes riots in
the city to protest the practice ofhuman sacrifice and an aU-out assault on the temple to rescue Wade. Quinn
discovers that the power source is missing from the device: Arturo and he assume it must have been destroyed
in. the fire. "Then we're doomed to this world." Arturo says heavily. "We still have to rescue Wade." Quinn
asserts, and off they go with their Indian allies to the temple, where Montezwna prepares Wade to be killed.

•

In Aztec San Francisco, riots are being stirred up by various tribes ofNortb American Indians, protesting the
sacrifice. The attacking force bursts into the temple just as Montezuma begins the ritual. and the temple guards
immediately open fire to suppress them. A full-scale battle begins, and Quinn, Arturo and Rembrandt fight
their way towards Wade, the minutes until slide counting down. Wade is being held down by two burly Eunuch
guards as Montezuma raises the knife to cut her heart out, pleading with H****** to grant him what was
promised Wade, struggling mightily, notices that around his neck is the power pack to the device, taken by the
Emperor as a precaution against ambitious scientists who might wish to slide OD their own.
Now what??????
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Our Sliders find themselves in a worLd where Cortez never conquered the AztfX empire. The AztfXs,
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We open with scene ofMontezuma IV meditating in aiWg-induced trance, imploring his god H****** to
send him a sign, In his trance, Montezuma imagines that the god appears to him and promises that he will be
his "right hand" and will be the greatest Emperor in all histories. As the vision fades, the god promises to send
Montezuma what he will need to accomplish this.
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